Ethiopia!
What is Ethiopia?

The Blue Nile
Ancient Kingdoms &
Scenes from the Bible
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Coming to Ethiopia with my friends Pam and Ken Turner, we
imagined that we were travelling “Into Africa’.
And yes . . .
Landing in Addis Ababa situated 2,400 metres above sea level on
the western edge of the Great Rift Valley; we were “In Africa”.
Flying Ethiopian Airlines to
Bahir Dar and driving to our
hotel on the edge of Lake Tana,
we were “In Africa”.
Travelling on dusty, bumpy
roads through sugar cane fields
to the first cataract of the Blue
Nile, we were “In Africa”.
Sailing across Lake Tana with
pelicans and cormorants as
escorts, and giant hornbills to
welcome us from high in the
trees as we stepped ashore to see the painted church of Nagha
Selassie, we were still “In Africa”.
But . . .
Driving out of Bahir Dar two days later through agricultural lands
and up into the Simeon Mountains towards the Ancient Kingdom of
Gondar, we left Africa behind and found ourselves transported back
2,000 years “Into the Bible”.
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Introduction
This is my story, our story, of a very moving week in which we were thrust amongst
the poorest of the poor who struggle to eke out a meagre existence. But, fortunately for
us, we could see these very same people in joyous celebration where so many of them
had walked over mountains and through fields for days and months to reach Lalibela
to sing, dance and participate in the Christmas religious festivities. This Ethiopian
Orthodox Christmas (in early January) is perhaps the only time of the year that some
of these people take a bath. We see them dressed in white, adding colour to our
pictures, and perhaps more so, adding such a dimension to our experience.
We also travelled the historic route to the Ancient Kingdoms of Ethiopia - to Gondar
with its fairytale castles; to Lalibela with its rock-hewn churches; and even further
back in time to the 9th Century BC and the Biblical Queen of Sheba in Axum. I will
write about our wonderful experiences – early starts, average hotels and food, but
always with the next day seeming better than the previous, but first “Into the Bible”.
“Into the Bible”
Along the dusty verges of the road and in the fields, groups of people and animals in
single file stretch as far as the eye can see. They look as if they have been walking for
days. Brown with dirt, all are draped in threadbare clothes with a scarf wrapped
round their heads. They carry long wooden staffs for support and for resting on. Most
are barefooted. There are chickens tied by their legs and roosters crowing in small
cages; sheep, lambs, goats and cattle are pulled along on ropes, women carry baskets of
vegetables, bundles of sticks or straw on their back, and heavy bundles tied in cloth on
their heads; children carry hay or weeds to feed the animals. In the most biblical of
scenes on many occasions, we see a man nursing a lame lamb slung around his
shoulders.
In the early stages of our tour, these people are on their way to the most important
market of the year – the one before Christmas. There is something peaceful about
seeing these real
rural folk walking
through the fields
and
who live
innocently side by
side with their
animals in stick
and mud shelters.
Life in the towns
is another story;
there is dirt, dust,
dung, squalor and
poverty, and one
step off the main
sealed
highway
and
in
the
marketplaces, we
find
ourselves
truly back ‘In
Africa’.
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On our way to the Blue Nile
Unlike the audacious British explorer James Bruce in the first ever exploration into the
great looming isolation of Africa in the late 18th Century, we opt for a mini van and not
a mule as we head for the Blue Nile Falls. On our way, our mini-van breaks down on
the side of the road in a poor rural community. Dusty kids in threadbare clothes

clamber all over us gesturing for money, pens, or our empty plastic water bottles.
While waiting for a replacement to arrive we get to meet the people and experience
traffic jams African style – farmers with their long leaning sticks in hand, lead donkeys
with carts piled high with hay; cattle spread out across the rocky, unpaved road;
shepherd-boys follow their flocks. And when one car or truck every few minutes
comes by, we are left licking our lips in a cloud of thick dust. I don’t know if it will be
the dust in my lungs or the hay up my nose that will bring me down, but gee it’s bad.
Thank goodness it is not the height of summer too.
Steering clear of a nasty-looking barking dog, we venture in to one of the thatch-roof
shelters made of sticks and watch a woman
scraping around in the dirt with her bare hands
looking for straw and sticks to put under her
pan to light a fire. Chickens scratch around
looking for something to peck at. And a small
child cries for her mother. She was making the
staple ‘pancake’ substitute for bread called
‘Ingere’, which looks like a brown or grey
wettex sponge. I must say this one looked
terrific and brown when she flipped it over
with the flames licking up and around the pan.
Then she goes to the polluted river with baby
wrapped to her front to collect water to carry
home on her back – still smiling.
Making the local bread substitute 'Ingere'
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Piling in to a replacement van, we head for the river. A boat takes us across and we
come ashore in the midst of sugar cane fields and agricultural flat lands in a typical
African landscape with volcanic mountain peaks. And then through the trees, we see
the Blue Nile Falls thundering to the rocks below. Glittering spray rises as the water
plunges downward on the long journey to meet the White Nile near Khartoum, and
then through the hot plains of the Sudan then through Egypt to the Mediterranean.

Pam at the first cataract on the Blue Nile at the start of the gorge. The source is 170kms west of
Lake Tana, which is a 3,300 square kilometre ‘reservoir’ for the Nile.

Our hotel on the shores of Lake Tana is beautifully located but hopelessly run.
Unmotivated service staff in ill-fitting soiled uniforms from a bygone era, so typical of
a state-run enterprise, lope around or lean on the front desk. The infernal buffet for all
meals is not much better but when we foster a younger staff member, we get the
boneless lake-fish fillets freshly fried, which are hot and delicious. Carrots and cabbage
are staples every single day, and we get to become quite fond of them by the end of the
trip. (We even had a carrot sandwich on Ethiopian Airlines.) A banana became the
staple dessert. A couple of other hotels in the same state-run chain were quite good
and the Sheraton in Addis Ababa was excellent..
The Monasteries of Lake Tana
There are thirty three monasteries and churches
with colourful paintings scattered on remote
islands in the 3,000 square kilometres of Lake
Tana, and thousands more throughout the
country. We spend a wonderful day on the lake
passing the occasional fisherman in his small
papyrus boat, and hop ashore to visit four of the
churches. But first, ‘let me give you a lecture’ (as
our guide Tsegaye would say at the beginning of
every day), to put into some perspective the
religious thread that weaves its way though so
much of what we are to do over the week outside
of Addis Ababa.

Papyrus fisherman on Lake Tana
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The legend of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba anchors the Ethiopian culture
firmly in the Old Testament. Legend has it that the Queen of Sheba bore King
Solomon’s son and so started the Solomonic dynasty of Ethiopia which only came to an
end in 1974 when Emperor Haile Selassie was overthrown. Ethiopians also believe that
King Solomon gave his son King Menelik I the original Law of Moses, the ‘Ark of the
Covenant’ to bring back to Ethiopia. Balthazar, one of the Three Wise Men who carried
the gift of Frankincense was also Ethiopian. (Did you know that frankincense grows on
trees found in the tropical south of Ethiopia? )

“Moses closing the Red Sea over his Egyptian pursuers” painted on one of the side walls of the Holy
of Holies in the Nagha Selassie Church on Lake Tana

Christianity was introduced to the country in the 4th Century AD and today, nearly
half the population are devout followers of
the Ethiopian Orthodox religion. Replicas of
the Ark are housed in Orthodox churches
throughout Ethiopia and are revered.
Ethiopian artists manifested their religious

St George slaying the Dragon in “Our Lady of the
Perpetual Succour” Church on Zege Island in Lake
Tana

“The cock crows three times” for St Peter hand-painted on goat skin parchment at
Kibran Monastery on Lake Tana
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beliefs and feelings through colour and design. Brightly painted stories from the Old
and New Testaments, and lives of the saints were adopted from Byzantine art and now
adorn the four sides of the exterior walls of the Holy of Holies positioned in the centre
of all these churches. Only the priest can enter this Sanctuary.
We are met by a barefooted, rifle-toting monk as
we step ashore on the wharf
on Dek Island where the
18th Century Nagha Selassie
church is hidden amongst
large trees. Not so hidden
are the huge and colourful
Hornbill birds weighing
heavily on the branches
high above us. The most
colourful paintings we see
all day cover walls on the
four sides of the Holy of
Holies in this thatched roof,
circular
church.
Moses
closing the Red Sea over his
Egyptian
pursuers
in
striking colours catches my
eye.
Mary is revered highest of
all the saints with St George
slaying the Dragon following as a close second. Colourful interpretations of the Holy
Trinity are played out over and over again, as is the ‘Crucification’ (as our guide
Tsegaye always puts it). By the time you get to the end of the week visiting churches,
even if you are not of my faith, I can assure you that you too will know what every
convent school child of my generation had drilled into them every day by the nuns!
Monks bid us farewell outside the circular thatched roof church
of Nagha Selassie on Dek Island in Lake Tana

At another of these circular churches on Kibran
Island, an old monk shows Ken and me the Treasury
with ornate gold and silver crowns of Kings that had
been bequeathed to the church, as was the practice in
early days. The illuminated goat skin parchments
and texts in the local Ge’ez script of more
interpretations of religious stories were simply
beautiful. It was here that I was first drawn to the
depiction of St Peter and the cock crowing three times
which in later instances came up simply as drawings
of three cocks. A black and a white bull came to
represent good and evil in many instances too. Ladies
were not permitted ashore on this island so Pam
stayed on the boat watching a monk washing his
under clothes in the water next to her. She
was somewhat relived that he had just
finished bathing in the lake waters as we were
sailing up to the wharf.

The giant Hornbill bird

“Into Africa”
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We drive from Lake Tana up into the Simeon Mountains in the north of Ethiopia to the
ancient 17th Century Kingdom of Gondar. Leaving the lakeside town in the early
morning mist and cold, we see a constant procession of cattle and goats all along the
roadside being led by shepherd boys to graze away the day in the fields; donkeys and
mules are burdened with heavy loads or pull carts; barefoot ladies walk with tied
bundles on their heads; and then there is the occasional bicycle. There are even fewer
motor vehicles. Scenes of surprisingly green agricultural landscapes for the middle of
winter contrast with others where people are separating the wheat from the chaff and
throwing it to the wind to get the tiny grain to make ‘Ingere’. Climbing away from the
plains, the unfolding mountain vistas along the way keep us rapt.
Showing us the grain from which the staple

Stopping at a busy Saturday market, we walk bread ‘Ingere’ is made
over rocky streets through dung and dust and
see chickens, lambs and goats on show and tethered by various means. Photographing
clamouring, dusty children, I step into the pile of some poor woman’s freshly picked
hops that she’s proudly displayed all around her on a big mat, and I have to make a
quick getaway before she hits me with her umbrella. I get a quick look only at the other
fresh produce - piles of yellow berries excellent for treating tapeworm; unripe
tomatoes, and small white cabbages. This is the last market before Christmas so it is
extra busy.
Ancient Kingdom of Gondar

King Fasil's Castle in Gondat

Gondar is a city renowned for its fairytale castles, palaces (and more churches). The
17th Century castle of King Fasilidas with its massive ramparts and walls, and those of
his successors adorn a mountain top overlooking this ancient trading city. It is now
protected as a UNESCO World Heritage site. How far removed are we from what
we’ve experienced thus far on our stay in Ethiopia! Here is a perfect castle out of a
fairytale but whose architecture reveals much of the history of the period. King Fasil’s
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castle is asymmetric in design with Portuguese battlements, Moroccan doors, and
Mughal turrets. The Portuguese influence came when Rome sent Jesuits from Portugal
in an attempt to assert its influence over the Orthodox Christians; and the Moroccan
and Indian features show the existence of strong trading ties with these far flung
countries.
Fasil’s successors left their own imprint in differing architectural design. Johannes built
his castle Library with Moorish arches. Iyssu the Great built an impressive building in
the late 17th Century “with glory not less than King Solomon’s” featuring gilded,
vaulted ceilings and ivory decorations – only to be bombed by the British in 1941 to
remove the occupying Italian forces. Another king built a Concert Hall; another a
Sanatorium for Skin Diseases: and yet another less noble one left his mark with a 100
metre-long Banqueting Hall. Only the castle of King Fasil is still in good condition. His
wife, Empress Minwab was quite a lady and decided to establish her Palace on a hill
outside the town next to the Kuskuam Coptic Church of St Mary. Her skeleton and
those of her son Iyssu and her grandson Yarus are still intact and on show in a dusty
little room here. James Bruce stayed here while looking for the source of the Nile.
Hearing these stories
really breathes life into
what in many instances
could otherwise be just
piles
of
rock
and
provides us with a
welcome break from
witnessing the hopeless
plight of so many of the
people today.
This Imperial splendour
grew in tandem with the
monastic tradition. Our
visit to the Debre Berhan
Selassie Church built by
Iyssu the Great is worthy
of mention. This simple
16th Century thatched
rectangular structure is
dedicated to ‘The Light
of the Trinity”. The
spaces
between
the
beams of the ceiling
contain
the
brilliant
wide-eyed images of
more than eighty angels’
faces – all different with
their own character and
expressions.
The Axumite Kingdon
Ceiling, Trinity, and ‘Crucification’ in Debre Berhan Selassie Church

Axum is a small flat
town surrounded by dry hills with stands of Australian Eucalypts as almost the only
vegetation. It does not easily yield evidence of the splendours and pageantry of its
glorious past. Drab, concrete-block and corrugated iron houses belie the fact that this
was once a great commercial civilisation exporting gold, ivory and rhinoceros horn to
distant lands as far away as Persia and Ceylon.
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The priceless Old Testament treasure, the ‘Ark of the Covenant’ is thought to lie here in
a small, unpretentious sanctuary built only in 1965 on the orders of Haile Selassie. This
chapel stands within the crenellated fortress-like walks surrounding the 17th Century
Cathedral of St Mary of Zion built by Emperor Fasilidas and the modern Church of St
Mary built in the 20th Century by the wife of Haile Selassie.
As a sign of their power, Axumite kings would erect
giant granite Stelae with inscriptions. We see the 2,000
year-old Stelae still standing on a patch of grass in the
middle of town today looking like grey columns. But this
belies the mystery f how up to 30-metre single lengths of
granite weighing hundreds of tons could be quarried,
carted to the site and erected to stand for thousands of
years. One, felled in an earthquake, really lets us
appreciate the size. These stelae are part of a tradition of
monolithic art which is also represented elsewhere in
ancient towns like the rock-hewn churches in Lalibela.
To the delight and national pride of the Ethiopian
people, the largest one stolen by Mussolini and erected
in a square in Rome has just been returned. Our visit to
the new Archaeological Museum next to the Stelae Park
shows amazing artefacts dating back to the 8th Century
BC. These include pottery utensils as well as inscriptions
of tablets of stone.

30 metre high Granite Stelae in Axum

Outside of Axum in a dry depression between dry hills of more Australian Eucalypts,
we see the footprint of an archaeological restoration of the Queen of Sheba’s Palace.
Pam plays Queen with scarf flowing on the original steps to the Reception Room, but
otherwise there is just the usual drainage and ovens that can be identified.

Depiction of the Queen of Sheba arriving at the Court of King Solomon in 9th Century BC

Christmas in the Ancient Kingdom of Lalibela
Unlike the tens of thousands of white-clad pilgrims pouring into Lalibela on foot, I
spend the Orthodox Christmas with ne’er a thought of the birth of Jesus. At the
midnight mass, I am so preoccupied with picking my way through the morass of white
sleeping humanity to reach a vantage point from which to observe the ceremonies, the
real purpose of the evening is completely lost.
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My preoccupation in the
day time is to be sure not to
miss a step or hit my head
as we climb up and down
rocky, sometimes slippery,
uneven
hills
and
excavations and through
dark tunnels as we visit no
less than nine rock-hewn
churches. That also means
taking off our shoes nine
times, but we had a
conscientious girl student
trailing us who did all the
bending and tying of our
laces! Keeping a hand on
bag, camera and wallet
Ceremonial umbrellas for Christmas Celebrations
from professional pickpockets who fly in from Addis for such occasions (and rich
pickings) is also no mean feat. Ken was unlucky and lost his wallet in the crush. I lost
only time and nearly my virginity as I sat waiting outside the Police Station with a
driver who was trying to set me up with a nocturnal rendezvous “to meet very pretty
girl who lives in house with other pretty girls.”
The driver wasn’t the only ‘operator’ we came across through the week. Students have
become very proficient in striking up a polite and friendly conversation telling us of
their studies and asking for our email addresses ‘to maintain future friendship’. Before
we woke up to the scams, Ken had ‘sponsored’ a local football team to buy second
hand equipment to the tune of
a few dollars, and I had one
budding IT student and
another who was studying
“Disaster Risk Management
and Sustainable Agriculture”.
He was saying this country is
rich in human potential but
little opportunity. “I promise
to work hard and you will be
so proud of me when I
graduate.” He’s already sent
me a follow-up email! “I am
looking forward to see your
urgent anticipated positive
response
soon.	
  
Your
Chalachew.”
12th
Century
rock-hewn
churches of Lalibela

Cave-dwelling hermit monk in Lalibela

Now back to Lalibela, yet another UNESCO World Heritage protected site, which is
perhaps the highlight of our whole week? In the 12th Century, the time of King Lalibela
was known as the Golden Age of Ethiopia and was very advanced in Literature and
Construction. Lalibela was Leader of the Zegwe Dynasty and he built his churches in
the mountains to protect himself as well as the treasures of the church. Approaching
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Lalibela, we fly over formidable mountains and a precipitous maze of valleys that
intersect the high plateau. And although its winter, the sun still shines warmly on us.
On the visit to our first Church of the Holy Redeemer, we are not quite prepared for
what we see when our eyes adjust to the inner darkness. First of all we hear the high
trill of women’s voices from out of the blue – their way of praying that sounds more
like a Red Indian war-cry to me. Then as our eyes adjust, there is sea of white flowing
out on straw mats across every inch of possible floor space. Pilgrims had walked for
days to get here. Now they are sleeping or standing watch over their little piece of floor
while their friends step outside to places unknown (to answer nature’s call I presume).
We certainly saw no ‘conveniences’.

Preserved early frescoes painted on the ceiling and upper rock walls of the Church of Mary – the
black and white bulls representing “Good and Evil”, and the “Cock” the denials of St. Peter.

A dark tunnel brought us through from the Church of the Holy Redeemer, the largest
of the churches, to the Beta Mariam (Church of Mary) with very plain exterior but
beautifully preserved remains of early unusual frescoes on the ceiling and upper walls.
The excavations for these two churches combine to form the shape of what we know as
the Lalibela Cross. It was around here that the Midnight Mass celebrations were to take
place with more vantage points on wide rock ledges high above. Hermit monks sit in
cave-like carved rock refuges with pilgrims climbing up to receive blessings and kiss
the cross. UNESCO is in the process of erecting a huge cantilevered awning to protect
these two churches from the elements.
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Michael, Pam and Ken outside the 12th Century rock-hewn church of St George in Lalibela

Pictures and books didn’t prepare me for the sight of St George’s monolithic rockhewn church, the last built by King Lalibela and hewn out of solid red volcanic rock to
represent Noah’s Ark. There is no awning to detract from this wonderful sight.
Mutcho, our local guide distracted us as we walked up yet another hill and then bid us
turn around and look down. There it was. And to add to the impact there was the
added white colour of the pilgrims swarming all around, contrasting against the red
rock and the green algae growing
down the sides. I invite you to
imagine the smooth rocky side of a
mountain in which a circle of rock is
hewn out down 15-metres - leaving a
central core of solid rock. This central
core of rock is then hewn out leaving a
12 metre-square internal hollow space
of four walls and a roof. Such is the
church of St George. We walk down a
passage cut into the rock to enter and
see an amazing three storeys with
architectural embellishments hewn
from the rock. There are no columns.
The space is just hollowed out of rock.
Looking down on the rock-hewn St George Church

The next day we take in another set of rock-hewn churches which we built originally as
Palaces for the King’s family. Walking up the hill to the cave church that King
Lalibela’s wife built (supposedly in one night with the help of angels!), we could have
been forgiven for believing that the farmers had just sprayed their fields. But no, we
were walking over rock. However, we’d probably solved the question about
‘conveniences for the pilgrims” that concerned us yesterday. This cave church requires
little imagination. It has the exterior of a church hewn into a rock face on the side of a
mountain. The roof is not separate. It is part of the cave-like excavations extending into
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the mountain leaving a nave and galleries and Sanctuary as in any self-standing
church. Old ladies in white struggle with their long sticks to clamber in and out of the
church in the red rock, providing us with more wonderful picture opportunities.
Christmas Midnight Mass in Lalibela
Midnight Mass in Lalibela is the closest I’ve come to what I imagine the crush to be
when Moslems go to Mecca for the Haj. A sense of survival rules out any notion of

Taste the red dust?

religious reflection for me on this Christmas Day. Tsegaye escorts me. Trying to keep
up with him, I pray that I don’t get pummelled and punched. I lose my balance
stumbling over sleeping bodies on more than one occasion and I will hear for weeks
the crunch of some poor sleeping person’s leg under my boot. The obliging Tsegaye,
thinking he’s doing me a favour, takes me to the furthest point from the entry near
where a Japanese TV crew is filming the event – knowing full well that we aren’t going
to stay for the whole thing – as the celebrations go on past dawn.
At least I have a wonderful spot to
watch the start of the celebrations.
Dignitaries awash in vibrant yellow or
indigo blue capes lead priests in white
and red in procession under dazzling
embroided umbrellas. Other priests in
their white with wide ribbons of red
colour at the hem sway rhythmically
to the slow beating of drums with
prayer sticks held aloft, waving their
sistrums of tinkling discs in the air. In
time with the drum-beat, I hear and
see them dig their sticks to the ground Sea of white waiting for Midnight Mass
with a thumping sound, in unison as a
point of emphasis. Women join the prayer in a high-pitch trill adding to the sounds.
Seeing how devout these poor people are, I can understand better why they flock
blindly to hear the Word and continue to live with eternal Hope. It has to be better than
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this!

Michael – still in one piece on the way out from the crush of Midnight Mass

This might be a once in a life time experience but I start to worry about getting out in
one piece. I could easily be pushed over the side to where the priests are, or set alight
by one of the thousands of waving candles. My Japanese bladder doesn’t bear thinking
about. We try to slip out the other
side. NO – we have to return the
same way, and it’s now time for
Midnight Mass to commence and
every inch of ground is covered
with bodies. Tsegaye cons two
Army guys into clearing a path for
us telling them I am from the BBC.
So, I repeat the one foot balancing
act not knowing whether I’m
stepping on clothing, a mat or a
person and my mouth gets so dry.
Finally reaching the tunnel in the
rock, it’s a reasonable path to the
gates. There’s no taxi so we set out
on
foot
over
the
uneven
cobblestones to walk home for
miles under a sky of stars listening
to the chanting and singing filling
the night air.

A well earned rest under the shade of an old tree

In the morning, I’m greeted by smiling waitress Helen looking beautiful all decked out
in white – very happy; been to church; priests chanting all night. Our waiter tells me
that he bought a sheep at the market yesterday and took it home and killed it outside.
His wife will cut it in strips and fry with sauce. All family including the six children
will eat together from one big plate – with ingere. Apparently there are no vegetables
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in this big feast. I ran into others who also killed a goat or sheep themselves for
Christmas – just part of the tradition! Enough of churches and religion for now.
Enough!
Addis Ababa
Back in Addis Ababa at the Sheraton, Pam can finally remove the scarf that’s been
hiding her flat unwashed head of hair for the past few days. At last - hot water and
shampoo that can raise a lather. And we can eat in a restaurant that serves a glass of
wine. How nice it is to get back to the little pleasures of life that we hadn’t realised
we’d missed so much!
Before departing Addis Ababa for Dubai, we had to visit the Ethiopian National
Museum to see a replica of ‘Lucy’, the recently discovered skeleton from 3.2 million
years ago. So dusty! We also visited the Institute of Ethiopian Studies, the former
residence of Haile Selassie but I had to get out with more dust up my nose. The
National Museum in Damascus was so clean and interesting. Why not here?
On the way to the airport we took a drive to the top of one of the seven hills
surrounding the depression in which Addis Ababa lies. The lasting memory of this,
and of Ethiopia, will not be the view from the mountain top - but the sight of poor
women struggling down the mountain bent over from the dead weight of heavy
bundles of eucalyptus branches more than two metres wide – on their backs. They
walk many kilometres up and down daily. There are 15,000 of them in Addis Ababa
alone earning only fifty cents a day. I hope that the seemingly innocuous sign I noticed
on our way up the hill “Women Fuel-wood Carriers Association” is indicative of
someone caring for the plight and fairer treatment of these poor wretches. (I have since
learned that the World Bank and a Japanese organisation are working together with
the Women Fuel-wood Carriers Association to alleviate some of the pressures.

But one of 15,000 wretched women fuel wood carriers in Addis Ababa

A World Bank web-site says “Ethiopia’s energy sector depends heavily on traditional
biomass fuels (fuel wood, charcoal, branches, leaves, twigs, and, dung), which account for more
than 90 percent of final energy consumption.”) This illustrates just how much opportunity
there is for progress in this impoverished but proud nation of nearly 80 million people.
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